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Upcoming Fall TV Premieres
Tune into these new television series arriving this fall

The fall television season is exciting each year, with new programs being added into weekly
schedules on a variety of channels. This year has been quite busy and newsworthy for television, with
multiple reboots making headlines and new shows from well-known producers heading to the small
screen. Here are five shows you’ll
want to check out when they
premiere.

“FBI”

Fans of the “Law & Order”
franchise should be pleased to
know that Dick Wolf is at it again
with a new drama series on CBS
starring Missy Peregrym and “Law
& Order” alum Jeremy Sisto. “FBI”
is a fast-paced show that follows
the inner workings of the New York
FBI office as the agents work to
solve crimes happening in and
around the city. Not many
additional details have been
released, but the trailer for the
show portrays Peregrym and Sisto
rushing to figure out the cause of
multiple timed bombings within the city.

“Happy Together”

Another big name is coming to CBS, but not necessarily one you would expect. Singer Harry Styles is
taking on a new role of executive producer for the show “Happy Together,” starring Damon Wayans Jr.
and Amber Stevens West. The series is very loosely based on the time when Styles was first stepping
into the limelight and temporarily lived on the couch of filmmaker, producer and friend Ben Winston.
Felix Mallard portrays pop star Cooper James, who, in a time of crisis, asks to live with his accountant
(Wayans Jr.) and his wife (Stevens West).  

“Star Wars Resistance”

The Disney Channel is looking to expand on the most popular movie franchise with a new animated
show, “Star Wars Resistance.” Set just a few years prior to “Star Wars: The Force Awakens,” this new
series follows the heroic exploits of newcomer Kazuda Xiono, a pilot for the Resistance. Big names
like Bobby Moynihan and Donald Faison will play main characters while Oscar Isaac and Gwendoline
Christie have been confirmed as series guests to reprise their roles as Poe Dameron and Captain
Phasma, respectively. Of course, viewers can expect to see the lovable droid, BB-8.

“The Rookie”

Nathan Fillion became well-known for his charismatic presence on popular shows like “Firefly” and



Nathan Fillion became well-known for his charismatic presence on popular shows like “Firefly” and
“Castle.” ABC is capitalizing on his success by having him star in the new police drama “The Rookie,”
where Fillion portrays a middle-aged man who decides to enroll in the Los Angeles Police Academy
after experiencing a life-altering incident. Series creator Alexi Hawley worked with Fillion on “Castle,”
so there are high hopes from critics for this new show.

“New Amsterdam”

Of course, it wouldn’t be prime-time television if there wasn’t another new medical drama introduced
into the bunch. “New Amsterdam,” premiering on NBC, follows the life of Dr. Max Goodwin (Ryan
Eggold), the new medical director for Bellevue Hospital as he plans to tear down the restrictive
bureaucracy of the system in order to get patients the medical care they need. “Grey’s Anatomy”
producer and director Peter Horton is at the helm of this drama, along with David Schulner of
“Desperate Housewives.”

There are quite a few new television shows to get excited about this fall. Plan your days accordingly
and set aside some time — or set your DVR — to check out these upcoming series.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Wellness Checks to Schedule before School Starts
Make sure to schedule these health checks before autumn arrives

Going back to school is a stressful time for parents; particularly when making sure your children have
all of the supplies they need for their classes, as well as the best clothes and nutritious meals. One
thing you should definitely address before your children get to the classroom is their health and
wellness. 

General wellness visit

The first wellness check the
American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) recommends is a general
checkup, often called a wellness
visit or a well-child visit. The
checkup’s focus changes from year
to year as your child gets older,
often including checks for
developmental abnormalities,
measuring the child’s height/weight
and watching out for any problems
that are common in your family.
This visit should include the doctor
checking your child’s psychological
and behavioral development too,
asking about school performance,
friendships and socialization. At
older ages, they will address adolescent issues like drinking, smoking, drugs, sexual activity and
depression.

Sports physical

In addition to a general wellness visit, if your child plans to participate in sporting activities, the AAP
says it is a good idea (and often also required by the school) to schedule a sports physical. These
allow the doctor to address issues specific to high physical activity, such as rehabilitating any existing
injuries, getting proper nutrition and choosing healthy training and exercise programs.

Immunizations

Immunization is important to preventing certain serious diseases in children, and is especially
important in school, where many children meet in the same place. Thus, the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends particular vaccinations in children 4 to 6 years old and 11 to 12
years old. In addition, many schools require students to be up-to-date on their immunizations to enroll
in the first place.

Vision

Children who can’t see properly are certain to have a harder time in school, and vision problems are
easier to treat when detected early. In particular, The Children’s Clinic recommends vision checks for
younger children, as some of the more serious eye problems like amblyopia can cause permanent



younger children, as some of the more serious eye problems like amblyopia can cause permanent
vision damage by age 7 or 8.

These checks are especially important because, oftentimes, a child will not realize a problem exists.
Kaiser Permanente’s Physician in Chief and Director of Audiology and Eye Care Philip Paros, OD,
says, “Children may not complain of not being able to see clearly, which makes exams even more
important.” He recommends watching for signs of vision problems, like recurring headaches while
reading, sitting too close to the TV, squinting at distant objects or slipping behind in reading ability.

Hearing

As with vision problems, hearing problems can easily cause a child to have difficulty in school. Also, if
left untreated, issues can arise such as delayed speech, language acquisition or social-emotional and
behavioral problems. With early treatment, though, The Children’s Clinic says children with hearing
loss have significantly better developmental outcomes, allowing them to progress at an
age-appropriate pace.

Scheduling these wellness checks before school begins can help prevent issues in both the short
term and the long term, giving your child a much better chance at a happy, healthy life.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Customer of the Month
Tristan Taylor

Welcome to the Prestige Family, Tristan Taylor, and congratulations on your new 2018 WRX in WR
Blue Pearl assisted by Internet Sales Manager - David MacRae.

This is his second Subaru and 1st new car. He is in love with his new Subie and couldn't be happier.
We appreciate you choosing us, Tristan, and hope you enjoy countless safe miles ahead.
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Downtown After Five - August 17th
Sponsored by Prestige Subaru

Downtown After 5 is celebrating its 30th anniversary this year! The concert series takes place on
North Lexington Avenue every 3rd Friday between May and September.

Produced by the Asheville Downtown Association, Downtown After 5 is free and features great music,
local and regional brews, a kids area, and food from local vendors. The events take place every third
Friday of the months May through September from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm. For more information, check
here.
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Photo Pic of the Day
Submitted by Amber Austin
This beautiful photo of our WNC mountains was sent to us by Amber Austin. 
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Photo Pic of the Day
Sent to us by Ryan Naylor
This stunning waterfall photo was submitted by Ryan Naylor. 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Subaru Impreza Interior
The new Impreza prioritizes passenger comfort and convenience

The 2018 Subaru Impreza is the confident compact car that brings comfort and style together and
doesn’t skimp on the technology. The Impreza is the longest lasting vehicle in its class, and with an
exceptionally comfortable and high-quality interior, you certainly won’t be in any hurry to drive
anything else. 

The 2018 Subaru Impreza is offered as a sedan or a five-door hatchback. Both body styles are
available in four trims: 2.0i, 2.0i Premium, 2.0i Sport and 2.0i Limited.

Comfort

The 2018 Impreza offers a variety
of options that allow you to
optimize your comfort. Manually
adjustable front seats are standard,
while the Limited offers a power
driver’s seat. Available
leather-wrapped steering wheel
and shifter handle come with the
2.0i Sport, and leather-trimmed
upholstery is featured on the
Limited, giving the Impreza an
added air of prestige. Speaking of
prestige, when you upgrade to the
Limited trim, you’ll get heated front
seats and automatic climate control
to keep as cool or warm as the
weather demands.  

Convenience

The Impreza, despite its compact size, is a spacious vehicle perfect for individuals and on-the-grow
families. The Impreza sedan’s trunk accommodates up to 12.3 cubic feet of cargo, making it great for
grocery runs and your children’s sports equipment. Delivering even greater space to carry all the
things that move you, the Impreza hatchback’s cargo area can fit up to 20.8 cubic feet of cargo with
the rear seats up and 55.3 cubic feet of cargo with the second row folded flat. Whether you opt for the
sedan or hatchback, the Impreza offers the most passenger volume in its class, surpassing
competitors like the Honda Civic, Mazda3, and Ford Focus.*

Technology

Staying entertained and connected are important for today’s driver, and the 2018 Subaru Impreza
makes it all possible. The latest SUBARU STARLINK ™ Multimedia system comes standard with the
Impreza, putting Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility, and iHeartRadio® and SiriusXM®
All Access Radio app accessibility at your fingertips. An available upgrade for the Impreza 2.0i Limited
adds an all-new 8-inch touch screen as well as built-in, voice-activated navigation powered by
TomTom, making it easier to get where you’re going.



Whether you choose the sedan or a five-door hatchback, the 2018 Subaru Impreza is ready to make
your journey all the more comfortable. Your passengers will enjoy its refined interior on your next
adventure — whether it’s a trip out to the store or a cross-country getaway.

*Based on passenger volume information from OEM websites and Car and Driver magazine for
MY2018 vehicles within the Non-Luxury Traditional Compact segment. Segment definition as of
September 30, 2017, supplied by IHS Markit.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Subaru Outback Capabilities
The 2018 Subaru Outback is a capable companion for your next
adventure

With agile performance, efficient power and flexible cargo options, the 2018 Subaru Outback is a
crossover designed to be practical and capable. It’s built with Subaru’s trademark reliability, so you
can feel confident taking it just about anywhere.

Sure-footed performance

The 2018 Subaru Outback’s
capability starts with its standard
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive
system. This technology maintains
constant balance and power
distribution among the Outback’s
wheels, providing exceptional
traction, stability and
responsiveness even in slick or
rough conditions. To provide even
more control, the Outback is also
equipped with X-MODE®. When
activated, X-MODE® works with
the engine, transmission and
Vehicle Dynamics Control to
maximize grip. Combine these
systems with the Outback’s 8.7
inches of ground clearance and the
result is a vehicle you can drive
with confidence on nearly any terrain.

An efficient powertrain

Any able vehicle has a tough, reliable engine at its heart, and the 2018 Outback is no exception. It’s
powered by a 2.5-liter four-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® that provides 175 horsepower and 174 lb-ft of
torque. With its horizontal design and low center of gravity, this engine provides maximum efficiency
and exceptional balance. Connected to a smooth Lineartronic ® CVT, it delivers that goal by achieving
an EPA-estimated 25 mpg in the city and 32 mpg on the highway.* The engine’s capability also allows
the Outback to tow up to 2,700 pounds — perfect for a small trailer packed with luggage or outdoor
gear.

Flexible cargo and passenger capability

With the 2018 Outback, rugged performance and efficiency are coupled with flexibility for both
passengers and cargo. Inside the Outback you’ll find 35.5 cubic feet of cargo space behind the
second row and 108.1 cubic feet of roomy passenger volume. If you don’t need the back seat for
passengers, you can fold down the 60/40-split flat-folding rear seatbacks and expand cargo space to
a maximum of 73.3 cubic feet. The Outback’s exterior features standard fold-away roof rails with
integrated crossbars so you can stow whatever can’t fit inside — think bikes, kayaks and cargo



integrated crossbars so you can stow whatever can’t fit inside — think bikes, kayaks and cargo
carriers — on top.

The 2018 Subaru Outback features responsive handling in challenging conditions, an efficient and
reliable powertrain and versatile options for hauling passengers and cargo. If you’re looking for a gifted
crossover to accompany you on outdoor adventures or weekend jaunts, the Outback is an
outstanding option.

*EPA-estimated fuel economy. Actual mileage may vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2018 Subaru BRZ
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4 Best Bookstores in North and South Carolina
Find something new to read at these top bookstores 

One of the most interesting places that you can visit if you enjoy reading is a locally owned,
independent bookstore. Luckily, residents of both North and South Carolina have a number of unique
and excellent bookstores in their
neighborhoods, such as these
below. 

Malaprop’s Bookstore/Café
(North Carolina)

Malaprop’s Bookstore/Café opened
for business in downtown Asheville
way back in 1982 and has been
described by Ann Patchett in the
New York Times as “the heart and
soul of Asheville, NC, when
Asheville was a sleepy little hippie
town, and it’s still its heart and soul
now […], a position Malaprop’s
maintained by being unabashedly
true to itself.” The bookstore,
named for the famous character
Mrs. Malaprop in Richard Brinsley
Sheridan’s play ‘The Rivals,’ is
passionate about freedom of expression, as the owner is a political exile from communist Hungary.

 The Book Dispensary (South Carolina)

Located in Columbia, the Book Dispensary has operated for more than 41 years and calls itself “a
place to buy and trade books.” It operates using its “Super Simple Universal Trading System,” which
allows you to trade in your old books and CD audiobooks to use to pay for up to half of any new books
that you want to buy from the store. Also, it offers book repair, binding and rebinding services should
your favorite volume need some tender love and care.

The Regulator Bookshop (North Carolina)

Another long-standing bookstore, The Regulator Bookshop in Durham opened its doors back in 1976
when the city was still a tobacco and textile town, with its first customer by design being one of the
founders’ grandmothers, who had been the court stenographer at the Scopes “Monkey” Trial. More
than 40 years later, The Regulator Bookshop has won the title of Best Bookstore in Indy’s Best of the
Triangle polls seven times and offers unique programs like a 10 percent discount for students and
teachers and Tween2Teen Book Reviews, in which the store’s Isabel reviews young adult novels.

M. Judson Booksellers (South Carolina)

M. Judson Booksellers is based in Greenville and takes its name for the store’s “patron saint,” Mary
Camilla Judson, who was principal of Greenville Female College at the turn of the 19th century. Mary
Judson had a hand in teaching every class that the college offered (including her favorite,



Judson had a hand in teaching every class that the college offered (including her favorite,
calisthenics), founded a literary society, donated her life savings to found a library and strongly
“believed in the brains and bodies of women.” The bookstore carefully curates its stock, focusing on
food books, children’s books and books about “our place,” supporting local writers.

From the specialized to the general, the specifically inspired to the eclectic and the long-established
to the nearly new, these and other local independent bookstores are all over the Carolinas. So, as
summer makes the outdoors a much more hospitable place, visit your own local bookstore, then find a
nice shady tree to read underneath.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Study Shows Effectiveness of Subaru EyeSight® In
Reducing Pedestrian Collision 
Highway Loss Data Institute study found a 41 percent decrease in
claims for EyeSight®-equipped Subarus

The results of a study published by the Highway Loss Data Institute reveal that Subaru’s EyeSight®
Driver Assist Technology is proven effective for preventing collisions with pedestrians. HLDI reported
that likely pedestrian-related insurance claims were down 41 percent in vehicles equipped with
Subaru’s second-generation
driver-assist technology compared
to vehicles without. 

“We are gratified, but not surprised,
that HLDI data show Subaru
EyeSight® can prevent crashes,
including with pedestrians,” said
Subaru of America President and
CEO Thomas J. Doll. “Safety is
paramount to Subaru, and each
year we continue to improve and
innovate the safety features and
technology in our vehicles for our
customers. Our safety technology
has been a key driver behind our
steady sales growth, highlighted by
77 months of consecutive
month-over-month increases.”

Further, HLDI revealed that
vehicles equipped with first-generation EyeSight® reduced claims by 33 percent. EyeSight® Driver
Assist Technology originally debuted in 2012 as an option for the 2013 Subaru Legacy and Outback.
The second-generation, which upgrades capabilities and extends detection range, debuted for the
2015 model year.  

“Subaru has taken a good system and made it even better," said HLDI Senior Vice President Matt
Moore. “It’s great to see the company moving quickly to deploy the technology through its fleet.”

EyeSight® Driver Assist Technology, which is offered on every vehicle in Subaru’s 2018 model-year
lineup except the BRZ, includes Pre-Collision Braking and Throttle Management, Adaptive Cruise
Control, Lane Departure and Sway Warning and Lane Keep Assist. When equipped with EyeSight®
and LED Steering Responsive Headlights, the 2018 Subaru Impreza, Legacy, Outback and WRX all
qualify for the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety’s 2018 TOP SAFETY PICK+, while the Forester
and Crosstrek qualify for the 2018 TOP SAFETY PICK award.

The technology will be offered as standard equipment on the upcoming 2019 Subaru Ascent,
Outback, Legacy and Forester. The 2019 Ascent will also feature EyeSight® Assist Monitor, a
head-up display that projects information onto the windshield closer to a driver’s natural line of sight.
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Subaru Unveils Its 2019 WRX and WRX STI
Series.Gray Models
Unique styling makes these Series.Gray models stand out 

Putting a stronger focus on individuality, Subaru revealed two new special edition models at this year’s
Subaru Tecnica International Boxerfest: the 2019 Subaru WRX Series.Gray and the WRX STI
Series.Gray. The Subaru Technica International Boxerfest is the largest Subaru festival in the
Mid-Atlantic, making it the perfect
spot for Subaru’s big reveal.

These two models have styling
unique to the Series.Gray
distinction. Both models feature a
Cool Gray Khaki exterior, and the
WRX Series.Gray adds Black Silica
badges and accents for a
head-turning color palette.

The WRX Series.Gray will come
with 18-inch alloy wheels with a
black finish to continue its cohesive
black accents. Technology makes
its way into the cabin of this
special-edition WRX with keyless
access with a push-button start.
LED exterior lighting gives the
WRX Series.Gray and WRX STI
Series.Gray models a distinctive
entrance. Both models include LED steering-responsive headlights and fog lights.

The WRX STI Series.Gray has a few upgraded features. Silver Brembo brake calipers with an STI
logo give the WRX STI Series.Gray a performance-focused look. Its interior comes with black
Ultrasuede seats with Carbon Black leather bolster and an Ultrasuede steering wheel with red
stitching. The WRX STI Series.Gray will feature 19-inch alloy wheels with a black finish and Crystal
Black Silica exterior badging, as well as an upgraded interior thanks to Recardo seats with an
eight-way power driver’s seat. Performance is a stronger focus on the WRX STI Series.Gray model,
as it sports a unique Bilstein® STI sport-tuned suspension.

The 2019 Subaru WRX Series.Gray has an MSRP of $32,595 and the 2019 Subaru WRX STI
Series.Gray has an MSRP of $39,695. However, unlike the original WRX and WRX STI models, the
Series.Gray editions will not be available long-term; Subaru is only manufacturing 750 WRX
Series.Gray models and 250 WRX models, so you’ll have to grab one while you can when they arrive
later this year.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
 
Email Address:

First Name:

Last Name:

Phone Number:
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New Addition to the Prestige Campus
Coming Soon!

Subieville, you have spoken and we have heard you! We are excited to announce a new addition to
the Prestige campus! We've acquired a nearby property on Tunnel Road and will soon be expanding
and improving our operations. This new facility will allow us to move 150 cars off our current lot,
making room for more customer parking and alleviating the congestion we have been experiencing in
recent months. This additional location will allow for increased vehicle storage and make way for a
crucial parking improvement at our main facility, affording our customers ease of access to our Sales
and Service departments. In addition, we will be adding 6 new service bays at our new location to
allow for increased service volume, which will help alleviate scheduling, and expedite turnaround
times on service appointments. We are excited and grateful for this new addition at Prestige Subaru to
allow us to better serve our customers and the splendid Subieville community!
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A Subaru Safety Success Story
Paige Mengel



Welcome Paige Mengel to the Prestige Family. You can see Paige here beside her new Subaru near
the mountains in East Tennessee where she was born and raised. She lives there with her husband,
Frank Mengel. They purchased their car from one of our Internet Sales Managers, longtime friend and
former theatre co-worker/performer from Tusculum College, Delina Hensley.

Paige was recently in a bad accident that involved a very large utility pole. The pole did not survive.
But Paige and the three other passengers in her 2014 Subaru Outback DID survive with merely a
flesh wound (just a couple bruises).

Subaru has long been a leader in safety. Because of their high safety standards, Subaru continually
remains on top of the pack as one of the safest vehicles on the road. Because of this, Paige decided
to purchase a brand new, 2018 Subaru Outback Limited in twilight blue. She also made sure to
include all of the extra safety features like Eyesight and blind spot detection. With these added
features, Subaru gives you an extra set of eyes on the road to keep you and your passengers safely
traveling to your next adventure.

We are glad everyone was ok and we wish you countless safe miles in your new Subie!
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Pet of the Month - Harley



This is Harley. He owns Delina Hensley, one of our Internet Sales Managers, and her partner Nicole.
At 17 years of age, this is a fella who has seen it all. He's been with his mom Delina through thick and
thin and continues to be a steadfast pain....er...companion. He is one of the smartest cats you'll ever
meet and always down for a love... on his own terms, of course.
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Adoptable Pet of the Month - Cheddar

From Cheddar’s foster mom, Dawn:

Cheddar was my foster dog for more than a month. He is currently at the Asheville Humane Society
waiting for adoption. He is a wonderful, quirky, cheeseball of a dog who deserves a loving human
companion. He would do best in a quiet home as the only 4 legged family member with a single
person or couple. He is completely house trained and is happy playing with toys by himself on his bed.
He isn't needy, and is happy knowing where his person is without pestering for attention. He doesn't
bark much and has a happy "ARREW" bark when greeting visitors. When you meet him at the shelter,
he may seem aloof but don't let that fool you, once he trusts you and feels comfortable he will curl up
on the couch and give you kisses. Please help spread the word about Cheddar and help him find is
forever home.
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Adoptable Pet of the Month - Mojo

Meet MOJO A38984032
Sweet Mojo is a fawn colored girl who is an Australian Cattle Dog/Terrier mix who was born
approximately in June of 2016. She loves people and is good with other dogs. Mojo also loves her
toys and is always up for a good game of tug of war.

ADOPTION INFORMATION

Dogs: $150 Adoption fee covers spay/neuter, all required shots, heart worm test on dogs, and
micro-chip.
Cats $50 Adoption fee covers spay/neuter, all required shots, FELIV test, and micro-chip.

ADOPTION PROCEEDURE
1. If you own a pet currently they must meet the new pet first.  
2. Fill out an online application.
3. Vet check.
4. Landlord approval.
5. Home visit, then once approved you will come in to pick up animal.

Charlie's Angels Animal Rescue Adoption Center is located at 5526 Hendersonville Rd, Fletcher, NC
28732. For more information email us at Adopt@charliesangelsanimalrescue.com  or visit our website
at charliesangelsanimalrescue.com/adoption-process
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